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In December 2002 the "New Grid Systems for Ion Engines" project was kicked-off. For
years later, in December 2006 the final test activities were completed successfully. During
four years a consortia of European electric propulsion specialists works together aiming on a
further improvement of grid systems for ion engines with respect to performance, lifetime
and reliability. This publication describes and assesses the three project phases. In a study
phase improvement and validation of numerical tools for grid design have been performed.
In parallel, standard and advanced grid materials have been investigated. Made of the most
potential materials subscale grids have been manufactured, tested and finally assessed.
During the design phase a grid system for the BepiColombo mission and a subscale grid for
future high specific impulse engines were designed and manufactured. Finally, in the
validation phase the grid systems have been intensively tested. This document is focused on
the programmatic aspects of a comprehensive approach to new and improved ion optics
systems for ion engines. The project reported here has been performed in the frame of The
European Space Agency ESA's Technology Research Program

I.

Introduction

T

he grid system is one of the most important components of any ion thruster. Its design has significant impact on
the thruster’s key data as performance, lifetime and last but not least the engine's reliability. So it does not
wonder, if the grid system is a permanent object of research and development activities, world wide. The simplicity
of a grid system's basic function principle contrasts with all the challenges during the development process.
The required know how covers the full bandwidth from "classic" space engineering to the knowledge about specific
aspects which are rather more from scientific nature. Namely the understanding of the ion acceleration and the
erosion processes over the lifetime demands for an understanding of electrodynamics, plasma physics and solid state
science. In addition the availability of specific data, as sputter yields or charge exchange cross sections for particular
energies, is often not satisfying. When all the development and manufacturing tasks are completed successfully, the
design validation is the next challenge. Grid performance with respect to perveance limit, direct impingement limit
and EBS threshold can be measured easily, but the verification of the grid lifetime is demanding. Extended life tests
combined with numerical analysis of the grid erosion are required.

II.

Project Structure

All these aspects are subject of The European Space Agency's initiative "New Grid Systems for Ion Engines".
"New Grid systems for Ion Engines" (NGS) is a project in the frame of ESA's Technology Research Program (TRP).
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The project structure consists of three phases:
- Phase I: Study Phase
- Phase II: Design Phase
- Phase III: Validation Phase
Phase I has been dedicated to all the required numerical tools for grid design. In parallel, research in advanced
grid materials has been performed. This study phase has been completed by a critical assessment of existing grid
systems and an evaluation of in-flight experiences. Target of phase I has been the establishment of "Grid technology
readiness"
Phase II has based on the achieved "Grid technology readiness". The original goal had been design and
manufacturing of two different grids, one designed for ESA's BepiColombo Mission and a second one especially
designed for the requirements of commercial geostationary satellites. Both grids should be designed for typical
European 22cm beam diameter ion engines. In parallel to the development of the two 22cm grid systems a third grid
system on sub-scale level had to be developed for the demands of very high specific impulse. As the overall power
class of a European "High Specific Impulse Ion Engine" was and still is not defined design, manufacturing and test
of a high specific impulse grid have been restricted on subscale level.
The third study phase is called "validation phase". Representative life tests over 1500h of operation with the
22cm grids had to demonstrate the achieved improvements in grid technology. One of the tests should be extended
for additional 1500h. The subscale high specific impulse grids should be validated in a 500h test. For all endurance
tests the validation was not limited to behaviour and lifetime of the grids. These tests have been also intended as a
validation of the ion optics design and life prediction tools.

III.

Modified Project Structure

During the project execution it has become evident [2], that the requirements for the next generation geosatellites are only a subset of the BepiColombo mission's requirements (Table 1). Thus one ion optics design would
cover the demands of both applications. Consequently, the study logic was redirected. It has been decided to design
and manufacture one grid system suitable for both missions. Instead of testing two different grids for 1.500h each,
this one grid had been tested for 3,000h. Excellent test results have been basis for a further extension of the
endurance test to 5,000 hours in total.
Another redirection of the study logic concerns phase I (study phase). Some of the investigated materials have
been rated from great potentiality for the near and mid-term future. Although these materials were not applicable for
design and manufacturing of a grid system within the time frame of this project, further investigations had been
undertaken. So the study phase had not been closed as intended. Work with potential future materials has been
performed in parallel to the design and the validation phase.

Parameter

Thrust
Specific
Impulse

Mission
AlphaBus

BepiColombo

150mN

70-175mN

> 4000s

> 4700s

Total Impulse

> 5 x 106 Ns

Thrust mode

Cycle

Simultaneous
Firing

No

> 9 x 106 Ns
(4 Ion Engines)
> 14 x 106 Ns
(3
Ion
Engines)
continuous
yes

Table 1 Comparison: Requirements of BepiColombo Mission and next Generation Geostationary Satellites
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IV.

Project Team

Forming an adequate team has been the initial step prior to any other project activity. It has been performed
during the proposal phase. New ideas could be introduced in a very early stage. They have been reflected in the
proposal to the Agency.
Over the years the electric propulsion department of Astrium Space transportation has established relations with
companies and institutes in different fields of electric propulsion. So the initial step has been performed in a short
time and very efficiently. The team final team consists of
•

•

•

•

•

•

ASTRIUM Space Transportation. Astrium provides expertise in classic space engineering: Structural
and thermal analysis, failure mode identification, reliability analysis, design and manufacturing.
Astrium has more than 3 decades experience in ion thruster design, MAIT and flying EP systems.
Moreover Astrium ST is responsible for the overall project management. Astrium has been interface
between the project team and the European Space Agency.
AEROSPAZIO s.r.l.. Aerospazio is a quite new provider for test services. The 5,000 hours endurance
test has been conducted in a newly built test facility. Aerospazio is an Italian company located in
Rapolano terme close to Siena. Although Aerospazio is a young company it has a broad background
not limited to thruster testing. The team is familiar with most types of thrusters.
ALTA. Alta is a well known Italian institute with a broad range of experience from fundamental
research to the design and qualification of EP thrusters. During the NGS project has contributed a
special process for coating of Molybdenum. Samples have been manufactured and analyzed in Pisa.
GIEßEN UNIVERSITY / TRANSMiT. At Gießen University the rf-thruster principle had been
proposes by prof. Horst W. Löb in the early sixties of the last century. Since that ion sources of
different size have been developed in Gießen. Besides ion thrusters Gießen University developed
different types of ion sources for material processing.
IOM LEIPZIG. IOM is a German research institute specialized in ion source development and ion
beam and plasma processing. IOM has developed ion sources of any size from small 4cm egines to
broad beam ion sources. IOM has developed ion sources working with rf-ionization, micro-waves and
Kaufman principle. IOM has been in charge for the ion optics design and the lifetime assessment.
THALES ALENIA SPACE. Former Laben company has become a part of the newly formed Thales
Alenia Space group, one of the major European players in the space business. Over the years TAS has
contributed solutions for space from components to advanced diagnostics. TAS has developed also an
own ion engine called RMT. RMT is a gridded ion thruster which ionizes the propellant by rf-waves.
In contrast to the RIT technology of Astrium and Gießen University the RMT works with a higher
frequency. It was task of TAS to design, manufacture and testing a grid system for high specific
impulse.

Figure 1 New Grid Systems for Ion Engines - Project Team
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V.

Study Phase

A. Materials for Ion Optics Systems
Only few materials have an intrinsic low sputter-rate. But this does not imply necessarily that there are no ways
to improve the sputter resistance of the others. At least two different methods to achieve a lower sputter-rate are
feasible:
The inner atomic structure of solids can be modified. For example the implementation of nitrogen into
molybdenum or titanium reduces the sputter-rate of both materials significantly (Dotation). By application of
adequate processes the modification takes place also deep below the surface (up to several millimetres) and
moreover the modification is homogeneous over the depth. That means the sputter-behaviour remains unaltered if
the grid becomes more and more eroded over the lifetime. Another example for modification of inner solid
structures is the “graphitation” of carbon-carbon-composites. Graphite as well as diamond consists purely of Catoms. But the sputter-rate of graphite is very low whereas diamond erodes very fast under particle bombardment.
The reason behind the totally different behaviour is the different type of atomic bindings in both solids. One can take
advantage of this effect during the “graphitation” process which is part of the manufacturing of carbon-carbon
composites. Driving the “graphitation” process in an appropriate way allows to modify the C-inner atomic binding
structure from an initially more diamond like structure towards the desirable graphite structure.
Sputter Resistant Materials for Ion Engine Grid Application

Potential Materials for Ion Engine Grid Application

Sputteryield
low

Sufficient mechanical
Properties

Sputteryield
medium/high

Modification
possible

No sufficient
mechanical Properties

Modification
possible

Modification
not possible

Solid State
Modification

Modification of
inner Solid State

Modification of
Surface

?
other

Sputter Resistance - Sufficient lifetime properties

Modification
not possible

?
other

still sputter resistant?
Yes

Possible Grid Material

not usable

Reinforcement
possible

Composite
Structure

not usable

Figure 2 Ways to new grid materials
If a modification of the inner structure is not possible and/or a further improvement is envisaged, the surface
might be coated with a sputter resistant material. Taking advantage of this technique requires to achieve a sputterrate of nearly zero. Otherwise the erosion rate of a grid would increase drastically, if the thin coating is eroded away,
once. On a first look, it seems not feasible to reduce the sputter-rate to zero. But it is well-known that there exists a
characteristically sputter-threshold for every material. If the energy of the incident particles is bellow that threshold
no erosion is observed. Consequently, for example if a coating rises the sputter-threshold above the 40eV threshold
of molybdenum as standard material for screen grids, higher plasma-potentials of the discharge-plasma would be
allowed. In other words: Coating seems to be an encouraging way to suppress screen grid erosion. From the very
beginning of the project it is at least uncertain if a coating can also resist the up to two magnitude higher incidence
energies at accelerator grids. But it seemed worth to investigate this approach.
To avoid the danger of missing attractive materials which were not known at the beginning of the project an
intensive literature research was implemented (eg. [2-15]. On the other side the time frame of the project was limited
and at the end of the ay the project had to show a validated grid concept for the present and not only for future.
Consequently a short precursor study was performed identifying a group of materials to start over:
1. Nitrated molybdenum
2. Molybdenum coated with boron
3.

Carbon-carbon composites

The reference for the four systems is
4. Molybdenum, which is the most often used grid material.
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1.) represents the class of materials with modified solid structure whereas 2.) is an example for the coating
technology. Although 3.) represents the class of modified solid structure too, it was selected as a member of another
classification schema.
In the logic visualised in Figure 2, the starting point is the sputter-rate: If the latter is insufficient, there can be ways
for an improvement of the sputter behaviour. The next logic, shown in Figure 2, only uses materials of sufficient
sputter properties and focuses on the mechanical properties.
In respect to sputter behaviour graphite is an excellent material, but its mechanical properties require special
care. Especially the amorphous structure demands for a special treatment for mechanical engineering. In general, the
stability of graphite is lower than the stability of metals as Molybdenum or Titanium. One way to improve the
stability is well known from aerospace design: Reinforcement by fibres. The result is an carbon-carbon composites
which shall combine the sputter resistance with the high e-modulus and stability of carbon-fibres.
B. Sputter-Measurements
Sputter-data are one of the most important input sources for lifetime calculations and they are one off the
decisive criteria for the selection of materials. Unfortunately, it turned out in the past that using only data from
literature is very problematically.
The reason behind is, that sputter-measurements are very difficult to perform. Slight differences in the
experimental environment or the experimental procedure might cause significant derivations in the results.
Furthermore the experiments are seldom performed with the same incidence energies. For comparisons the sputter
rate have to be interpolated or more often in the low energy regime they have to be extrapolated what causes
additional uncertainties The best way to overcome all these difficulties is to perform the sputter experiments at one
place with the same set-up and the same procedures. Nevertheless, the gained data were checked with data from
literature again.

C. Sub-Scale Tests for New Materials
Although the study of material data is a good base for selection of new materials, often disadvantages remain as
long invisible as no grid set are built up with them. Problems can occur during:
• Manufacturing of grids
• Assembling
• Operation.
Therefore grid sets for the four pre-selected materials were built. With each grid-set
• the thruster performance was evaluated
•

a 100h continuous run under accelerated erosion conditions was performed.

•

the erosion rate was measurement by weight loss method and measurement of the hole diameters

The tests were performed only on sub-scale level because the grid diameter is a significant cost driver in the
manufacturing phase and in the test phase. In addition it was impossible to manufacture a boron coated grid with
diameter larger than 15cm
The sub-scale tests were performed at the 1x2m vacuum facility of the IOM Leipzig with a small 4cm ion
engine. As the potential of nitrated materials became evident it was decided to perform three additional tests with
nitrated Titanium and Molybdenum. As Titanium was newly introduced also a test with untreated material was
performed to establish a reference.
The outcome of this study is ambivalent: On the one hand it turned out that the well known grid composition
using molybdenum for the screen grid and graphite for the accelerator grid was the only one which ensures success
within the given time and cost frame. This might disappoint. On the other hand two technologies considered from
high potentiality, namely the Carbon-Carbon approach and the nitration of materials could be confirmed as
extremely interesting for future.
The introduction of the subscale test is rated as very useful. Selecting materials for different properties limits the
view to just the properties one is looking for. A full manufacturing and test process shows all relevant properties of
the materials. It helps also to identify weakness and strength of the involved subcontractors for manufacturing.
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D. Numerical Tools for Grid Design
The situation for ion optics modeling was a little different. For the calculation of ion trajectories several tools are
available, an (incomplete) list is given in Table 2. At the beginning a test case was prepared by Astrium ST which
was provided to the study partners Thales Alenia Space and IOM Leipzig. IOM Leipzig was using the commercial
IGUN code whereas AALS employed an in-house code based on mathematica tm. It does not surprise that both
approaches lead to the same result. Principally the simulation of ion trajectories is well understood, the situation is
quite similar to the analytical tools for structure and thermal analysis. The success depends on the experience of the
user.
Program

Type

IGUN

2D Simulation

ARIKAWA

2D Simulation

Beamlet Analyses

2D Simulation

Saphire

2D Simulation

Kobra 3D
…

3D Simulation
…

Table 2 Ion Trajectory Codes
Considering the simulation of grid erosion the situation had been more complex at the beginning of the project.
This task was performed by study partner IOM Leipzig which has an excellent heritage in design and application of
ion sources. In the course of the NGS initiative the IOM grid lifetime simulation was evolved from a "static"
simulation to a full dynamic numerical erosion analysis (DNEA). The first method calculates the trajectories of
charged exchanged particles in a constant electrostatic field which does not vary over the grid's lifetime. In the full
DNEA approach the change of the erosion channels surface is considered too. The electrostatic field that determines
the trajectories of charge exchange ions is continuously adapted to the shape of the extraction channels surface.

VI.

Design and Manufacturing Phase

A. Ion Thruster and Grid Layout

Propellant Ionisation

Gridded Ion Engines
Kaufman Type Engines

Radio Frequency Engines

Micro-Waves

Ionisation
Type

DC Discharge

Self sustaining rf-discharge

Electron emit-ter
in
Ioni-sation
area
External
magnetic field
Typical Engines

hollow cathode

not required

ElectronCyclotron
Resonance
not required

by
permanent by solenoid coils not required
by
permanent
magnet
magnets
NSTAR, XIPS
T5, T6, Toshiba RIT 10, RIT 15, RMT
thruster
RIT_XT, ESAXX

by
permanent
magnets
Engine
for
MUSES C

Beam Acceleration

Electrostatic Grid System
Number
of NSTAR:
Extraction Grids (NASA)
XIPS:
(Boeing)

2 T5, T6,: 3
RIT 10: ... 3
RMT:
(QinetiQ) MK1-2 RIT_XT:
2 (Laben)
3 : 3 (Toshiba)
ESA-XX....3
(Astrium)
RIT
15.......2
(Univ.Gießen)
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3

25mN Thruster
for
MUSES-C:3
(Toshiba)

Used Grid
Materials

Molybdenum,
under
development:
Carbon-Carbon
In use for XIPS
(?!)

Molybdenum
Graphite
PyrolyticGraphite

INVAR
Molybdenum
Graphite
Carbon-Carbon

?

Carbon-Carbon

Table 3 Ion Thruster Types and Grid Design
Table 3 shows an exemplarily overview of ion thrusters and their grid systems as found during the preparation
of the NGS project in summer 2003.. It illustrates that grid design is more or less independent of the ion engine. No
clear preference of two grid systems or three grid systems was evident. Also different materials were used for ion
optics systems. It illustrates the need for a design trade of depending on the concrete mission requirements.
B. Design and Manufacturing of a Grid for BepiColombo and Geostationary Satellites
Regarding the requirements for ion engines operated onboard geostationary satellites and the requirements for
the BepiColombo-Mission identifies the requirements for the geostationary satellite application as a sub-set of the
ones for BepiColombo. The typical thrust for geo's of ~150mN is contained in the thrust range for BepiColombo
(70-150mN). The demand for the specific impulse is nearly similar from the point of ion optics design (4.000s vs.
4800s). On the other hand the total impulse of 1.4 x 107 Ns for BepiColombo exceeds the requirements for the
geostationary satellites significantly. Moreover the thermal constrains for a thruster operated onboard the
BepiColombo spacecraft are considered as the most challenging ever applied to an ion engine.
In consequence a design approach was chosen which bases on the BepiColombo requirements. Subject of NGS
is clearly the ion thruster's grid system. But implementation phase and validation phase have to be conducted with a
complete ion thruster. So, the question of the right thruster type was raised. Astrium ST decided to continue the
work with Radio Frequency Ion Thrusters (RIT). The advantages with respect to reliability, simplicity and
robustness against harsh environment are evident. The main advantage is the avoidance of a life limiting cathode
system in the main discharge. It reduces system complexity, offers inherent high voltage isolation, ensures natural
thrust stability and restricts the life analysis to the thruster's grid system.
The design process of a grid system for RIT-22 was completed in January 2004. In summer 2004 the grid system
was manufactured and all environmental tests including the vibration testing have been successfully completed
(Figure 2)

Figure 3 FEM Analysis of the grid system (accelerator) and grid system mounted on RIT-22 ion engine after
vibration test
C. High Specific Impulse Ion Optics
Electric propulsion evolves over the time. One driving factor is the available electric power, a continuous
increase is observed. The additional power can be used to increase the thrust of the electric propulsion system or the
specific impulse. A decision depends clearly on the mission's requirements. In case of increased specific impulse
gridded ion thruster technology is first choice. In contrast to other EP technologies gridded ion engines convert the
additional electric energy fully into useful kinetic energy of the ionized propellant. Figure 4 illustrates the principle
dependencies. Considering a constant thrust the specific impulse increases with increasing beam voltage. In parallel
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the beam current decreases. That means also less ions are to be produced. The heat losses which are to be dissipated
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decrease and the engines total efficiency increases.
Astrium ST demonstrated high specific impulse operation with its RIT-22 ion engine in 2003. For this
demonstration a RIT-22 ion engine "as is" was used, merely the distance between screen- and accelerator grid was
enlarged. Stable operation up to 6,500s has been demonstrated, the beam voltage was limited by the available power
supply. In Europe only Astrium ST and partners follows the high specific impulse approach whereas in the U.S
intensive research work is performed by several groups.
Figure 4 High Specific Impulse Operation of Ion Thruster
Up to now, no (power) class of an European high specific impulse (HSI) engine is defined. Therefore the work in
the frame of the NGS project on HSI is performed on subscale level. For an understanding of the IOS this approach
is absolutely sufficient.
The HSI work was focused on the very specific effects working with high beam voltages, namely potential overcrossing was to be considered. All HSI related work was performed by study partner Thales Alenia Space. During
the design process 4 different layouts have been investigated and assessed. Also a trade of between a two grid and a
three grid system has been performed. Although a three grid approach offers small advantages in respect to the beam
divergence and grid erosion a two grid system has been selected due to the simplicity and robustness. The ion optics
layout is capable to deliver a specific impulse of 7.500s operated with an RMT ion thruster from Alcatel AleniaLaben. Operated with a RIT-22 ion engine which offers a higher mass efficiency the total impulse of the ion optics
system is significantly higher (> 10,000s)
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Screen Grid

Acc. Grid

Figure 5 Screen and Accelerator Grid for High Specific Impulse on Sub-Scale Size

VII.

Results from the Validation Phase - High Specific Impulse

In early 2006 the high specific subscale test has been completed successfully. For reasons not related to the grid
system the test has been shortened from 500h to 300h. A mid term grid inspection has been performed after 100
hours of operation. Because the operational on time was short and the RMT thruster was operated with reduced
beam current the measured grid erosion was within the vicinity of the measurement accuracy. The most interesting
question concerning a HIS grid is whether the typical patterns of over-crossing or direct impingement are to be
found. Neither indications of over-crossing nor indications of direct impingement have been found.
Another issue to be treated carefully is the threshold for electron back streaming. If EBS occurs the impact for an
HSI grid is by far more sever than the impact for a conventional grid because the energy of the back streaming
electrons is significantly higher. The EBS threshold was checked periodically. It was well within the limits of the
theoretical predictions.
In summary the ion optics layout of the HIS meets the requirements. The design is ready to be implemented into
a full scale ion engine.

VIII.

Results from the Validation Phase - Grid Set for BepiColombo and Geostationary Satellites

In December 2004 the 3,000h partial endurance test with the RIT-22 ion thruster was kicked-off in Rapolano
Terme [1]. In August 2005 the test could be successfully completed including a one month test interruption for a
modification of the test facility. Comparing the operational hours with the overall test time shows an excellent
performance of ion engine and all required systems as well as the test facility's performance.
In 2006 the European Space Agency granted an extension of the "New Grid systems for Ion Engines" project and
the endurance test could be extended for another 2,000h. The first test half of the extension was conducted in one
segment of 1,000h at a thrust level of 175mN.
In parallel to the endurance test activities the two competitive prime study teams for BepiColombo, Astrium
Satellites GmbH and Thales Alenia Space varied the mission requirements several times. This is a typical procedure
during Phase A and Phase B studies to optimize the mission. As no frozen requirements were available at that time
the test was conducted no dedicated flight hardware electronics was developed especially for BepiColombo. Instead
laboratory power supplies were used to simulate a Power Supply and Control Unit (PSCU).
At the end of the mission studies the required thrust level diminished from 175mN max. down to 150mN. The
reduced thrust level paved the way for a "coupled endurance test" because it corresponds to the nominal thrust of
150mN for the European Alphabus platform. Elegant breadboards modules for the PSCU and the Flow Control Unit
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/FCU) had been developed successfully and were ready for an endurance test with the RIT-22 ion engine from
further developments.
One segment of 500h at a thrust level of 150mN was performed using the laboratory PSCU to ensure a valid
reference. Then, the succeeding segment was conducted with the PSCU and FCU equipment. This method allowed
the clear identification of any impact of the test equipment on the engine's performance. The full test sequence of the
5,000h endurance test is visualized in Figure 6
NGS Baseline Contract 3,000h Endurance Test
670h
175mN

830h
175mN

500h
175mN

500h
175mN

CCN 7 Endurance Test

500h
175mN

CCN 7 - Coupled Endurance Test

500h
175mN

500h
175mN

Performance Mapping

500h
150mN

500h
150mN

Grid Inspection

Continuous Thruster Operation

Figure 6 Test Sequence of 5,000h Endurance Test
A. Thrust Stability and Beam Out Rate
Time between Beam Out
0-670h
670h-1,500h

Segment

1,500h-2,000h
2,000h-2,500h
New Beam Target
2,500h-3,000h
3,000h-4,000h
4,000h-4,500h
4,500h-5,000h
0
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80

100
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140
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Figure 7 Longest period between two beam outs during 5,000 hours endurance test

During the entire test the ion engine and grid system showed an excellent operational behavior. "Beam Outs
sometimes also called "Recycles" or "Arcs" occurred only very seldom. Periods longer than 6 days without any
event could be observed (Figure 7).
The engine was operated in "open loop mode", it means the rf-power for ionization was set to a fixed value. (In
closed loop mode the beam current controller adaps the rf-power to the measured beam current accordingly. Also
operated in open-loop mode beam current and thrust do not show any variations. All parameters are "flat" ( Figure
8)
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Figure 8 Thruster Performance 2005/01/23, 1st Test Segment and 2006/12/08 last day of 5,000 Endurance
Test
The high thrust stability is a prove for excellent thermal stability of the engine as well as for the proper layout of the
ion optics system.
B. Characterization Tests and Grid Inspections
The operation on constant thrust level was interrupted for characterization tests All tests confirmed that the
thruster design is in accordance with the BepiColombo mission requirements. All characterization tests were
performed by Astrium personnel operating the engine from Lampoldshausen (D) using the ISDN remote option of
the test power supply.
8 optical inspections of the grid erosion were performed. For that, the test is interrupted and the RIT-22 thruster
is dismounted from the test facility. Than, the grid system as one component is removed from the thruster. Using a
high resolution CCD camera, hole diameters on 61 different positions were measures from each side of the grid
system. As the grid system remains one component during the inspection, the alignment of the grids is guaranteed.
C. Thruster Life Prediction
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Figure 9 Comparison between Erosion Measurements and Predictions from Dynamic Numeric Erosion
Analysis
The numerical analysis of the grid erosion was performed by Astrium ST's partner IOM Leipzig. Over the years
IOM has developed a numeric approach for simulation of grid erosion of ion thrusters and sources. The dynamic
numeric erosion analysis DNEA as applied here takes into account the full dynamic of the erosion process. For a
detailed description refer to [5]. The DNEA tool is highly validated. Two validation examples are given here:
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1.) IOM performed a 2,500h lie test employing a small 4cm radio frequency ion source [6]. The grid erosion was
monitored every 100hours using advanced measurement technology giving access to the extraction hole's profile. So
a comprehensive database was established
2.) The erosion data of the 20,000hours endurance test of RIT-10 for the European technology satellite
ARTEMIS [7] were provided for validation.
The compliance between measurement and numerical prediction is considered as excellent for both cases. It is
underlined that no "calibration" or similar methods were introduced. IOM's DNEA bases on fundamental physics.
Figure 9 shows the results of the eight grid erosion measurements for the up-stream side and a comparison
between measurements and analytical forecast by DNEA. The good agreement between both gives confidence in the
prediction for higher lifetimes. Figure 10 shows the prediction for a typical BepiColombo scenario calculated for a
thrust level of 175mN. Even at 175mN operation RIT-22 provides a total impulse of more than 14,000,000Ns. As
the average thrust during the BepiColombo mission will be substantially lower (<150mN) the thruster offers
significant margin. As a rule of thumb a decrease of the thrust by 10% results in an increase of lifetime by 20% and
an increase of the total impulse by 10%.
The ion optics design of the RIT-22 ion engine shows an interesting feature: The accelerator grid erosion is
significantly lower on the upstream side than on the downstream side. The comparably low erosion on the upstream
side limits the neutral losses through the grid system even at "End of Life". It improves also the mechanical strength.
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Prediction of Grid Erosion for the RIT-22 Ion Engine; Thrust Level 175mN

D. Environmental Test Program
Ion optics system and RIT-22 ion engine are designed to withstand all environmental requirements of the
BepiColombo Mission. Although the expected mechanical loads using a SOYUZ launcher are lower than the typical
loads at Europe's large carrier ARIANE V the system is designed for the requirements of later one. So the engine is
ready for other missions too.
When the engine had passed the mechanical environment test successfully a comprehensive thermal test
program has been performed. During this program the engine was exposed to IR radiation, higher than expected in
the vicinity of Mercury. Temperatures have been monitored and the thrust vector has been measured. No deviation
of the thrust vector has been observed. The increase of thruster temperatures was within the predictions of Astrium
ST's thermal model. No critical temperatures have been observed at any point of the engine.
The hot environmental test has been complemented by cold start test. Also under cold environment (-60°C) no
deviations have been observed.
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IX.

Conclusion

The New Grid Systems for Ion Engines project aimed primary on two goals:
•
•

Elaboration of the knowledge for future ion optics systems developments
Design and validation of an ion optics system suitable for ESA's corner stone mission BepiColombo.

The test results show that both tasks have been successfully performed. The grid erosion data obtained by a
5,000 hour endurance test are in excellent compliance with the numerical predictions. Moreover they show that the
grid lifetime will exceed the demands of the BepiColombo mission.
Besides a high total impulse BepiColombo has extraordinary thermal requirements. On the journey to the Sun's
nearest planet Mercury the spacecraft will be exposed to thermal radiation more than one magnitude higher than in a
conventional geostationary orbit. An adequate test setup had been elaborated in order to demonstrate the engines
compatibility with the extreme harsh thermal requirements. The test itself has been conducted successfully. No
deviation of the beam vector or any other deviations have been observed. So, the validity of the engines thermal and
structural design has been proven.
Future developments will benefit from the fundamental work performed in the NGS activity. Gaps in the erosion
data base have been closed, materials and processes for advanced developments have been investigated and the
dynamic numerical erosion analysis has been further developed and validated. The development and test of a
dedicated high specific impulse grid system paves the way forward to Europe's next generation high power ion
engines.
In summary, the project approach has proven successful and effective. Forming a team with expertise in all
relevant fields is the decisive key to success.
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